
Power supply Placing and removing the watch

To charge the battery, connect the device to a power source using 
the provided electric charger and cable. 

Insert the USB-C cable into the socket located at the back of the 
device. 

When the battery starts to charge, the battery icon on the panel will 
flash. 

When the battery is fully charged, the battery icon will turn off.

The battery icon will start to illuminate in red when the battery level 
drops to 10%.

USB-C socket located 
at the back of the device 
for charging the device

To remove the watch
holder from the device
gently press both
holders
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Before inserting or removing a watch, it is important to set the device to 
pause mode to ensure that the watch winder cassette is not in operation.

To remove the watch holder from the device, gently press both holders.

Insert the watch onto the holder in such a way that it fits securely and 
is not loose. The watch holder has an adjustable feature that allows 
you to accommodate watches with different bracelet or strap 
diameters. Simply squeeze the holder before inserting the watch, and 
it will automatically adjust to the diameter. You can also decrease the 
size of the holder by squeezing it until it locks at the minimum 
diameter. To enlarge the holder again, press the two buttons 
simultaneously located on the holder to release the spring.
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Caution! Owners manual instructions must be read before use and the safety instructions observed. 
Please check the recommended settings for your specific watch model provided by the watch manufacturer before configuring the watch winder.
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Operating instructions

To turn the device on or off, press and hold the center button for 3 
seconds. When the device powers on, the center button will 
illuminate in red, and the preprogrammed settings will be displayed, 
which include 650 TPD (Turns Per Day) in both directions.

Please insert the watch into the device following the instructions

Please set the device according to the manufacturer's requirements 
for the specific watch model.
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To set the number and direction of rotations, press the desired 
parameters on the touch panel (the selected parameter will be 
highlighted). Regarding the number of rotations, the user can 
choose between 450, 650, or 800 rotations per day. As for the 
direction of rotations, the user can choose between rotating the 
cassette to the left (L), to the right (R), or alternating in both 
directions (L+R).

After selecting the desired settings, briefly press the center button. 
The device will be unpaused, and the watch winder cassette will 
start operating. The LED on the center button will illuminate in 
green, indicating that the device is functioning.
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Press for 3 seconds to turn on or turn off the device

Press briefly to start (green light) or stop(red light) 
winding the watch program

Choose and touch between 450, 650 and 800
turns per day according to your watch requirements

Choose and touch between left (L), right (R) 
or both (L+R) directions rotations according 
to your watch requirements 

Caution! Owners manual instructions must be read before use and the safety instructions observed. 
Please check the recommended settings for your specific watch model provided by the watch manufacturer before configuring the watch winder.
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